Key Map

**Project Detail:**
**Johnson Habitat Park**

**Illustrative Plan:**
- Create a premier environmental education and play experience including outdoor classroom, climbing platforms, rock sculptures, sand play and supervised camping area for underprivileged urban children
- Construct a signature concrete jetty and stone amphitheater and fire pit along the river with signage interpreting the history and ecology of the site
- Build a system of bio-retention swales and basins to improve water quality
- Enhance over 3,000 LF of the SPR Trail with expanded concrete bike path and soft surface pedestrian trail
- Bank stabilization, removal of invasive species and restoration of emergent, riparian and upland vegetation

**Wiki-Up Natural Play Area**

**Aerial View of the Outdoor Classroom and Great Lawn**

**Construction Budget:** $5,550,000
**Completion Date:** Summer 2015

**Project Summary:**
- Create a premier environmental education and play experience including outdoor classroom, climbing platforms, rock sculptures, sand play and supervised camping area for underprivileged urban children
- Construct a signature concrete jetty and stone amphitheater and fire pit along the river with signage interpreting the history and ecology of the site
- Build a system of bio-retention swales and basins to improve water quality
- Enhance over 3,000 LF of the SPR Trail with expanded concrete bike path and soft surface pedestrian trail
- Bank stabilization, removal of invasive species and restoration of emergent, riparian and upland vegetation